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Abbreviations 

 

ACLS – advanced cardiac life support 

AUC – area under the receiver operating curve 

CPR – cardiopulmonary resuscitation  

GCS – Glasgow Coma Scale 

ICU – Intensive care unit 

NPV – Negative predictive value 

OHCA – Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 

ROSC – Return of spontaneous circulation 

PPV – Positive predictive value 

TTM – therapeutic temperature management 
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ABSTRACT 

Importance: The arrest and the post-arrest period are an incredibly emotionally traumatic 

time for family and friends of the affected individual. There is a need to assess prognosis 

early in the patient pathway to offer objective, realistic and non-emotive information to the 

next-of-kin regarding the likelihood of survival. 

Objective: To present a systematic review of the clinical risk scores available to assess 

patients on admission following out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) which can predict 

in-hospital mortality. 

Evidence review: A systematic search of online databases Embase, MEDLINE and 

Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials was conducted up until 20th November 2020. 

Findings: Out of 1,817 initial articles, we identified a total of 28 scoring systems, with 11 of 

the scores predicting mortality following OHCA included in this review. The majority of the 

scores included arrest characteristics (initial rhythm and time to return of spontaneous 

circulation) as prognostic indicators. Out of these, the three most clinically-useful scores, 

namely those which are easy-to-use, comprise of commonly available parameters and 

measurements, and which have high predictive value are the OHCA, NULL-PLEASE and 

rCAST scores, which appear to perform similarly. Of these, the NULL-PLEASE score is the 

easiest to calculate and has also been externally validated. 

Conclusion: Clinicians should be aware of these risk scores, which can be used to provide 

objective, non-emotive and reproducible information to the next-of-kin on the likely 

prognosis following OHCA. However, in isolation, these scores should not form the basis for 

clinical decision-making.  

 

Word count: 242 words  
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Highlights 

• There is a need to assess prognosis early in the patient pathway to offer objective, 

realistic and non-emotive information to the next-of-kin regarding the likelihood of 

survival. 

• There are a multitude of prognostic scores available in the literature.  

• It is essential that clinicians are aware of useful scores, which can help objectively 

assess likely outcome and guide the information given to the next-of-kin. 

• However, risk scores, in isolation, should not form the basis for clinical decision 

making. 
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Introduction 

Ischaemic heart disease remains the leading cause of death in developed countries and the 

predominant cause of cardiac arrest. In the United States, the incidence of emergency medical 

services-treated out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is approximately 74.3 per 100,000 

population.(1) In 2018, of those individuals who experienced OHCA and had layperson-

initiated cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), only 10.4% survived to hospital discharge(1) 

and although survival to discharge is uniformly poor worldwide, regional disparities exist, 

ranging from 1-25%.(2,3) Not only is OHCA a leading cause of mortality but also morbidity, 

accounting for 4.5% of total disability-adjusted life years.(4)  

The care of the post-cardiac arrest patient frequently involves a lengthy stay on the intensive 

care unit (ICU) with resource-intensive monitoring and high hospital costs.(5) In-hospital 

mortality is largely secondary to anoxic brain injury and withdrawal of life-sustaining therapy 

due to presumed poor prognosis.(6) It is an incredibly difficult time for family and friends of 

the patient involved, who are in need of objective information about the realistic chances of 

survival. An accurate prognostic assessment early in the post-OHCA pathway may be useful 

for medical teams to help guide families, and potentially to allow appropriate allocation of 

resources to those that are likely to benefit most, in an objective fashion. 

Several scoring systems have been developed to determine the prognosis of patients 

presenting with OHCA. There are also many scores to assess neurological outcome, which 

can be used as an adjunct to those that predict mortality, however, those scores are also very 

heterogeneous and a neurological outcome that may be an acceptable to some clinicians or 

relatives, may not be acceptable to others. It was our aim to review scores assessing survival 

post-OHCA, as this outcome is not subjective or fluctuant and can often be assessed very 

early on following OHCA.	
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These scores have varying complexity, and some have limited practical application, such that 

there is currently no recommended simple scoring system for routine clinical use. We have 

undertaken a systematic review of OHCA prognostic scoring systems developed to date, to 

evaluate the comparative usefulness of these scores for the prediction of survival following 

OHCA.  

 

Methods 

We performed a systematic review of available risk scores to predict outcome in patients 

presenting with OHCA. This is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.(7) For each score, we examined the details of 

original development and any subsequent validation cohorts, comparing the scores in terms 

of ease of use, ability to predict survival and availability of independent external validation. 

 

Data Sources 

A systematic search of online databases Embase, MEDLINE and Cochrane Central Register 

of Controlled Trials was conducted from the earliest publication date available up until 20th 

November 2020 using the search strategy in Supplement 1. The reference lists of included 

studies identified in the search were screened for additional studies.    

After removal of duplicates, the titles and abstracts of the search results were evaluated for 

relevance by two reviewers (YG, KA). The full texts of the remaining results were 

independently assessed by both authors, for inclusion based on pre-determined criteria as per 

Study Selection, below. The final list of included studies was agreed by discussion between 

all authors, with full agreement required before inclusion. No disagreements required 

resolution by a third reviewer.  
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Study Selection 

The following inclusion criteria were applied: 1) studies involving individuals presenting 

with OHCA, 2) studies investigating survival outcomes of individuals with initial return of 

spontaneous circulation (ROSC), 3) studies investigating the use of any risk / predictive 

scoring system for predicting mortality outcomes following admission. The following studies 

were excluded: 1) only abstract available, 2) not reporting outcome of interest.  

 

Data Extraction 

Data were independently extracted from relevant published articles by two authors (YG, KA) 

which included number and type of patients included, risk score utilised, method of score 

calculation, score cut-off used, and predicted mortality outcome(s) reported, ranging from in-

hospital to 90-day mortality (including sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value [PPV] 

and negative predictive value [NPV] as available).  

 

Funding and contribution 

No	extramural	funding	was	used	to	support	this	work.	The	authors	are	solely	

responsible	for	the	design	and	conduct	of	this	study,	all	study	analyses	and	drafting	and	

editing	of	the	paper.	

Results 

 
The systematic search identified 1817 articles, from which 16 articles were included in this 

review (Figure 1). A total of 28 scoring systems were identified which assessed patients on 

admission, 11 of the scores included predicted mortality following OHCA, 14 predicted 

neurological outcome and 3 scores, not specific to the OHCA-population including the 

GRACE(8) (which was developed for use in mortality prediction in acute coronary 
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syndrome), the APACHE II(9) and the SOFA(10) scores (used for mortality prediction in the 

ICU), which have been validated in an OHCA cohort (Supplement 2). 

All the 11 scoring systems predicting mortality included in this review were developed 

specifically for this purpose(11–20) except the OHCA score(21), which was initially 

developed to assess neurological function on discharge but has been used in validation 

cohorts to assess mortality outcome. 

Table 1 shows the 11 scores validated to predict survival after OHCA. The components, how 

it is calculated, outcome predicted and corresponding AUC for predicting outcome and the 

population used for development and validation are shown. The breakdown of different 

components and frequency of each as utilised in risk scores included in this review are shown 

in Supplement 3.  

 

Summary of main scoring systems 

 

Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) Score 

The ACLS score was developed in 1981, using retrospective data from 611 patients with 

OHCA attributable to a cardiac aetiology.(11) The authors identified 4 variables predictive of 

in-hospital mortality, looking purely at arrest characteristics. The main advantages of the 

score are the ease-of-calculation, the clear indication of outcome specifying the percentage 

likelihood of survival and the components are part of the recommended Utstein-style 

reporting guidelines.(22) Disadvantages include development in an historical cohort treated 

with non-contemporary management, restriction to OHCA of cardiac aetiology, and poor 

predictive value (AUC 0.33(23) and 0.786(15)) on external validation in undifferentiated, 

similarly sized cohorts (575 and 591 patients, respectively).  
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Graphic Model 

A second risk predictor model was developed using data from 1,667 patients with witnessed 

ventricular fibrillation arrest, of cardiac aetiology.(12) A regression model was used to 

determine the impact of a different set of arrest characteristics, namely time to 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), defibrillation and delivery of advanced cardiac life 

support (ACLS) on survival. Similar to the ACLS score, this was developed in a non-

contemporary cohort and required the recollection of time to events, subject to bias, which 

would have significant impact on the score and therefore reduce the usefulness and reliability. 

We were unable to identify any subsequent validation. 

 

Cardiac Arrest Score  

This score was derived from 127 patients with witnessed OHCA secondary to a cardiac 

cause.(13) This score uses a combination of arrest characteristics with initial blood pressure 

and neurological status. The score is simple to use, allocating a point to unfavourable 

characteristics i.e. long CPR time, low blood pressure and poor neurological status on 

assessment. However, the small development cohort and lack of external validation are major 

weaknesses.  

 

Decision Tree Model  

Data from 754 OHCA patients were used to develop a simple flowchart to predict a binary 

outcome – death or survival to discharge.(14) The model further differentiates depending on 

the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) post-ROSC. It has a high PPV, a measure of the accuracy of 

its prediction that patients with predicted mortality will die, of 99.4%. However, the NPV, 

namely the accuracy its prediction of patients that will live, is only 12.5%. The advantage of 

this model is that it is simple to use. The main shortcoming is that it only provides a binary 
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outcome and does not provide clinicians with predicted probability of survival. Furthermore, 

the use of the GCS in this setting may not be reliable as emergency medical services may 

have administered neuromuscular blocking agents to facilitate advanced airway management 

prior to hospital admission.  

 

Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA) Score  

This score was developed in France comprising of several arrest characteristics and 

immediate laboratory parameters, to predict neurological outcome assessed using Cerebral 

Performance Categories of the Glasgow-Pittsburgh Outcome Categories.(21) The OHCA 

score is presented as a continuous scale and has been externally validated with good 

predictive value (AUC 0.74 for 30-day mortality(24) and 0.85 for in-hospital mortality(25)). 

The main limitation is that the calculation of the score is complicated and difficult to 

compute, and requires accurate measurement of timings during the arrest, which are 

frequently not available or subject to recall bias.  

 

Serbian Quality of Life short-term (SR-QOLs) Score 
 
This score was developed from a 2-year prospective multicentre study involving 591 OHCA 

patients, from which 3 predictive scores for immediate, short-term and long-term prediction 

were derived.(15) Short-term survival, defined as survival to hospital discharge, has an AUC 

of 0.882 and the score is relatively easy to compute and requires minimal data, with the added 

advantage of having different scores depending on prediction required (immediate vs. short-

term vs. long-term). However, the score has not been validated externally.  
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Simple Prognostication Score 

This score was derived from 750 OHCA patients and includes 10 different parameters 

including arrest characteristics, patient clinical status on arrival, blood test results and the 

aetiology of arrest, with each variable weighted similarly.(16) The score was used to predict 

neurological status and survival rate 1-month post-arrest. A score of 6 or more has a 

sensitivity of 88.6% and specificity of 97.6% for 30-day mortality. This score is simple to 

calculate, has high sensitivity and specificity and requires information that is readily available 

in most hospitals. The maximum score of 9 implies 100% mortality rate. However, no 

external validation has been performed. 

 

Prediction Tool  

This tool to predict 30-day mortality was developed using a developmental dataset of 1068 

patients and further validated internally in 291 patients.(17) It is based on several arrest 

characteristics and the age of the patient, with different weighting assigned to the nominal 

scale of each variable, which are added to compute the final score. Although the AUC is 0.81, 

there has been no external validation and the score is difficult to calculate due to the different 

cut-offs.  

 

NULL-PLEASE Score 

The NULL-PLEASE score is a futility score which assigns points to unfavourable arrest and 

patient characteristics,(18) namely Nonshockable initial rhythm, Unwitnessed arrest, Long 

low-flow period, Long no-flow period, pH <7.2, Lactate >7.0 mmol/L, End-stage renal 

failure, Age ≥85 years, Still resuscitation, and Extracardiac cause, from which the name 

derives.  
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This score was initially developed through a small retrospective cohort of 56 patients and a 

score of >6 was predictive of 100% in-hospital mortality. The score is easy to calculate as 

each of the initial arrest characteristics are assigned 2 points whilst the others are each 

assigned 1 point.  

Recent independent external validation in a contemporary cohort(26) shows an AUC of 0.874 

for predicting in-hospital mortality. A score of ≥3 has a specificity of 93.4% but low 

sensitivity at 57.3%. Similar to the development cohort(18), validation cohort showed a score 

of >6 was associated with 100% mortality. The NULLPLEASE score of ≥3 has a high PPV 

of 90.6% and good NPV of 70.9%. Another external validation was performed within a 

single-centre cohort,(27) since the outcome was not in-hospital mortality, it was not included. 

 

Polish Hypothermia Registry Risk Score (PHR-RS)  

The recently published PHR-RS,(19) was developed from the data of 376 patients who 

received TTM, to identify characteristics which were predictive of death; namely age and 

components of the mild therapeutic hypothermia score which mainly comprises of arrest 

characteristics. The score showed an AUC of 0.74 for predicting in-hospital death, but is 

complicated to calculate and has not been externally validated.  

 

Revised post-Cardiac Arrest Syndrome for Therapeutic hypothermia (rCAST) Score 
  
The rCAST score was developed from prospective, multicentre data on 460 patients in the 

Japanese Association for Acute Medicine Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest registry.(20) 

Patients with traumatic OHCA, those not receiving TTM, and those under the age of 18 were 

excluded. The score incorporates only a single arrest characteristic, blood test results and the 

GCS, but the score is calculated based on cut-off values within each component and therefore 
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requires reference to the score calculator to calculate. The score has an AUC of 0.832 at 30 

days and 0.827 at 90 days and has not been externally validated. The exclusion of patients not 

receiving TTM introduces a selection bias in evaluating the usefulness of this score and 

therefore it may not be as useful in contemporary practice. 

 

Discussion  

A useful scoring system should provide high sensitivity (to predict patients with poor 

prognosis) and high specificity (to ensure all patients with potentially good outcomes are 

treated)(28,29). This systematic review has identified many risk scores from the current 

literature with variable predictive ability in this high-risk cohort of patients which reflects 

firstly, the emphasis on having an admission prognosis prediction and secondly, the difficulty 

in providing a “perfect” risk prediction tool. Furthermore, although these scores can be useful 

to provide initial prognostic information, further prognostic assessment at least 3 days post-

arrest remains the recommendation from international guidelines. 

 

Comparing risk scores 

When comparing the performance of the predictive scores, one needs to remember that these 

have often been developed and validated in differing cohorts of OHCA patients, including 

undifferentiated OHCA patients in some studies, different aetiologies of OHCA (mostly 

excluding traumatic OHCA), patients treated with TTM, and variable neurological status 

post-arrest. This has made comparing the various scores challenging, as the starting point is 

diverse. Furthermore, there is significant variation in the AUC reported for different scores 

between the development and validation cohorts, with variation from 0.33 – 0.88 in 

predicting mortality.  
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In trying to determine the optimal risk score to use to predict survival following OHCA, we 

have considered the ease of use, the size of the development cohorts, the predictive value and 

extent of independent validation. Scores developed in cohorts before the 1990s do not reflect 

contemporary treatments and also overall offer poorer predictive value (smaller AUC). Risk 

scores that offer good predictive ability, namely AUC >0.8, include the OHCA,(21) SR-

QOLs,(15) Prediction tool,(17) NULL-PLEASE (18) and rCAST(20) scores and these should 

be considered initially, based on the availability of clinical data required in the score. In 

situations where minimal data are available, use of the Prediction tool and SR-QOLs can be 

considered, as these only require arrest characteristics together with either the patient’s age or 

pupil reactivity, respectively, although these scores have not been externally validated. When 

more information is available, including blood results on admission, the OHCA, NULL-

PLEASE and rCAST scores can be used and appear to perform similarly. However, the 

OHCA score requires the use of a calculator and similarly, the rCAST score requires 

reference to the score to identify the cut-off values of each component of the score, making 

both these unwieldy, when simpler scores which are easier to use, such as the NULL-

PLEASE score, provide similar predictive information (AUC 0.873 on external validation).    

 

Sensitivity/Specificity vs. Negative/Positive predictive value 

The true value of a predictive score can be viewed as that of a “screening” test for a 

condition, namely the likelihood that a score will reliably identify the outcome within an 

individual. This has been variably represented in the literature by the AUC, from which a c-

index may be calculated, and the sensitivity and specificity of a particular test, and the PPV 

and NPV. Whilst most predictive risk scores provide AUC, a few provide sensitivity and 

specificity, and only two provide PPV and NPV (Table 1). 
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It is important for clinicians who employ such a tool to recognise the distinction between 

sensitivity and specificity, which indicate the effectiveness of a test with respect to a trusted 

outcome, and PPV and NPV, where the latter indicate the effectiveness of a test for 

categorizing people as at risk or not at risk of having the outcome. More precisely, sensitivity 

and specificity indicate the concordance of a test with respect to a chosen outcome or 

condition, while PPV and NPV, respectively, indicate the likelihood that the test can 

successfully identify whether people do or do not have the outcome, based on their test 

results.(30) 

The two contexts (i.e., the context that relates to sensitivity and specificity, versus the context 

that relates to the two predictive values) should not be confused with each other.  

Although extremely useful to assess the performance of a test, sensitivity and specificity 

should not be relied on when making decisions about individual people developing or having 

a particular condition or outcome. For the individual, use of PPVs and NPVs is more 

appropriate especially in a condition with high mortality,(31) and can be easily interpreted by 

family and next of kin, as the PPV for mortality indicates the probability that the individual 

will succumb to the illness.  
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Score components with prognostic importance 

The frequency with which different components are included in each risk score provides a 

rough indication of which score components have most prognostic significance 

(Supplemental Table 3). These include arrest-related characteristics such as initial rhythm 

(shockable versus non-shockable) and time to ROSC. Other patient-related factors such as 

age also frequently feature in different risk scores. 

 

Clinical use of a predictive risk score in OHCA 

Risk scores that predict risk or outcome are frequently used in everyday clinical practice, to 

guide prognosis and treatment, such as the CHA2DS2-Vasc score,(32) which is used to help 

clinicians risk-stratify patients with atrial fibrillation to identify the risk of stroke and 

systemic embolism, and then in turn, assess the potential benefit of antithrombotic therapy. 

Whilst this can be a very important decision, in the setting of OHCA, the situation is very 

different, in part because of the immediacy of the need to guide relatives; the risk of basing 

treatment wrongly on the predictive risk score which could then make the difference between 

life and death; and because the patient cannot input into the therapeutic decision making. It 

appears wholly unethical to make a decision to continue or withdraw life-saving treatment 

based on any risk score that does not have 100% predictive value. Risk scores should instead 

be used as an adjunct to help doctors provide objective, non-emotive and reproducible 

information to their next-of-kin on prognosis, as well as for medical teams as an addition to 

the clinical information available.  

 

Limitations 
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Publication bias is one of the main limitations of this review as studies with smaller impact 

may not have been published. The varied presentation and heterogenicity of patients 

presenting with OHCA within each paper is not always available and may have an impact on 

the predictive value provided. There has been no formal head-to-head comparison of the 

various risk scores although this could be possible with pooling analysis using individual 

patient-level data. Outcome following OHCA may vary by different regions/centres and 

therefore the risk scores may not be universally applicable to different populations, healthcare 

providers or systems. 

 

Conclusion 

There are a number of risk scores available to determine the likelihood of survival following 

OHCA. The OHCA, NULL-PLEASE and rCAST scores appear most favourable and perform 

similarly in predicting survival, and of these, we recommend the NULL-PLEASE score as 

the one that is easiest to calculate and which has been externally validated. Risk scores should 

be used by medical professionals to provide objective, non-emotive and reproducible 

information to next-of-kin, but in isolation, should not form the basis for clinical decision 

making, and more definitive prognostic assessment should be performed at least 3 days post-

OHCA in line with guidelines.  
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